
Term 2A PLAR English notes after class

finish A5 (verbs), then A6-8 (syllables, adjectives, and adverbs)

Monday, February 13th, 2017

Today, we will finish talking about verbs, and then we will discuss 
assignments 6 to 8.

1. Finish verbs: linking verbs and verb tenses

REMEMBER: 

We already talked about two types of action verbs: physical action verbs and 
mental action verbs, such as skate (physical action) and think (mental action).

2. Extra practice for assignment 6 (syllables)

3. Extra practice for assignment 7 (adjectives)

4. Extra practice for assignment 8 (adverbs)
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How are LINKING VERBS used?

Linking verbs are often used in sentences to describe people or things. 

They “link” or join the subject of a sentence with either a noun or an adjective.

The verb, “to be,” is the most important linking verb to remember.

Here are some example sentences using the verb, “to be”:

I will underline the verbs so that you can see how "to be" is used to 
give us more information about the subjects in each sentence.

noun

adjective

She is a singer from Nashville.
The trip to Toronto was amazing!

1. He is a morning person, so he is talkative at breakfast.

2. Both of the actors were popular, but they were rude to the director.

3. A box of books will be free to take home, but it will be a challenge to carry it.

4. Mary wasn't a swimmer, but she was a great runner.

noun adjective

adjective
adjective

adjective
noun

was not noun
adjective

noun

"She" is the subject 
in this first example.

"The trip" is the subject 
in this second example.

adjective

the verb, ''to be"
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I always ___________ groceries, and I always _____________ dinner.

I ________ always ________ groceries, and I _______ always __________ dinner.

Larry _________ to Florida in the winter, but he __________ home in the summer.

Larry _____________ to Florida in the winter, but he ______________ home in the summer.

1. My husband plays golf on Saturday, and he goes fishing on Sunday.

Past tense:
My husband ___________ golf on Saturday, and he __________ fishing on Sunday.

Future tense:
My husband ___________ golf on Saturday, and he __________ fishing on Sunday.

2. I always get groceries, and I always make dinner.

Past tense:

Future tense:

3. Larry goes to Florida in the winter, but he stays home in the summer.

Past tense:

Future tense:

Practice: Underline the verbs in each sentence, and then rewrite each sentence in the 
past tense and in the future tense. 
The first one is done as an example.

NOTE: The word "always" is an adverb. I will not just make dinner, I will ALWAYS make dinner.

will play will go

played went

"to go"

got made

will get will make

went

will go will stay

stayed
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Let's discuss some sentences that use the verb, "TO GO".

1. He goes to the lake every day.

2. Gary goes walking every evening.

3. She will go to school and do her work in the morning.

4. Laura went to the party with her sister, and they had fun.

5. I need to go to the store to buy groceries.

6. You should wait a few minutes before you go home.

present tense

future tense

OR will do

past tense past tense

infinitive form I shared this because you would use 
it to explain what you need to do.

present tense

present tense

future tense

present tense

For the second time using the 
future tense in the same sentence, 
you do not have to use "will," but 
you can if you want to.
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Any sentence can have several different parts of speech in it. Here is an 
example of a sentence that has most of the parts of speech in it that we will 
study:

The     big     dog,      Spot,    ran  quickly  into    the  
article      adjective   common noun   proper noun     verb        adverb      preposition   article            

house   because  he  was hungry, bored,   and    lonely.
         common noun    conjunction    pronoun   verb    adjective        adjective    conjunction   adjective

Before we talk about syllables, I would like to explain the difference 
between syllables and parts of speech.

PARTS OF SPEECH CAN BE FOUND IN EVERY 
SENTENCE:

Syllables help us sound out each word. Every 
individual word has a certain number of syllables.

https://acolewahsa.wordpress.com/parts-of-speech-introduction/

"quickly" has two syllables
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SYLLABLES 

Let's discuss pages 10 and 11 in your textbook.

incredible

in / cre / di / ble

↳ 4 syllables

Syllables help us sound out each word. Every 
individual word has a certain number of syllables.
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Notice how "classroom" is one word with two syllables.

Be careful with spelling for words like this.
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book booklet computer     
art
floor
write
tell

artsy
floorboard
writer
telling

artistic   
reloaded    
rewritten    
telephone   

The answers will be revealed in class.

In assignment 4, you worked 
with two suffixes:"ing" and 
"ed", but there are lots more.

classroom
class / room

The word, "classroom," is one 
word with two syllables

The "ing" 
ending is 
always one 
syllable all 
by itself.

book / let com / pu / ter

tell / ing

art /sy
floor / board

wri / ter

com / mand

grass / hop / er

ar / ti / stic
re / load / ed

re / wri / ten
tel / e / phone

vac / cine pup / pet

tann / ing pres / sur / ing pol / lut / ing

fall / ing fol / lowed fol / low / ing

su /per / sen / si / tive wa / ter / mel / on
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Now, let's go through an example 
for assignment 7 on the next page.

Let's look at these sentences again and talk about the difference between nouns and adjectives:

The subject of the sentence 
could be a pronoun.

The word, "to,"  is a 
preposition, and "to 
take home" is a 
prepositional phrase.

↳a challenge is a thing

Nouns are people, 
places, and things.

The subject of the sentence could be more 
than one person.

The subject of the sentence could also be a 
thing or several things.

article
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Here is a shorter example of the types of questions that 
you will answer in your workbook:

Adjectives Assignment 7: A Shorter Example                                                                           

PART ONE: 
For each of the following nouns, write out two adjectives that could be used to provide 
added information. You get one mark for each adjective that you write. 

The first two are done as examples.
       

computer__________________________

shoe_________________________

pizza____________________________

table___________________________

jacket__________________________

PART TWO:
Fill in the blanks in the following paragraph with the appropriate adjective 
from the list below. You get one mark for each blank that is filled in.     

Each adjective is to be used only once!                                              

difficult tiny free several precious

funny slippery successful little

When I was a ______________ girl,  I really enjoyed flying on airplanes, 

especially when ______________ food was given out. I have a 

______________ experience to share. There I was, sitting in my seat, 

struggling to open a ______________bag of peanuts. I didn't want to rip 

open the bag with my teeth because then some of the ______________ 

peanuts might fall out. So, there I was, trying to pull the bag open with 

my hands, struggling to grip onto the ______________  plastic. Well, 

my efforts were ______________: the peanuts flew out of the bag, and 

_____________ of them landed in the person's hair in front of me. It 

was extremely ______________ not to laugh.

precious

difficult

"several" explains how many

numbers are usually used as adjectives

I answered a few of them. Try to fill in the rest.

several

successful

little

expensive, new

old, red

warm, fresh

wooden, broken

black, small

free
funny

tiny

slippery
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SOURCE: Happy English with Namhee
http://ahblue1.blogspot.ca/search?q=amazing+adjectives

The document was made available to the public, and I am sharing it for educational purposes.
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how he walked

↳ adverbs

adverb      verb

verb             adverb    adverb

  verb (future)                           adverb

adverb        "will drive" 
is still the verb

verb         adverb

* not just driving, driving quickly

* not just driving, driving very quickly

* not just speaking, speaking softly

verb           adverb      adverb

verb       adverb      adverb

*not just speaking, speaking very slowly

* not just passing, passing too quickly

verb           adverb     adjective

verb             adverb   adjective

verb       adverb            adjective

* not just being something, being very something

* not just late, very late

* not just fast, very fast

* not just tall, very tall
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1. The road is icy, so you need to drive ______________.

2. The children were laughing ________________.

3. The phone rang very early in the morning, and I ____________ answered it.

4. He was ______ sleepy to drive.

tiredly

hysterically

slowly

too

Quick practice: Move each adverb to the 
correct sentence.
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annually
It means "every year"

It comes from the root word, "annual"

We attend the Christmas party annually.

(*not just attend, attend annually)

exactly This adverb explains having a specific 
amount of something, or it is used to 
explain that something is just as it 
should be.

This adverb comes from the root word, 
"exact".

 

I counted exactly five hundred and sixty-three 
dimes.

(*not just counted, counted exactly)

You are exactly right with your answer.

(*You are not just right, you are exactly right.)

rarely
It means "not often".

It comes from the root word, "rare"

My wife is rarely wrong.

(She is not wrong, she is rarely wrong.)

I rarely travel outside of Canada.

I don't travel, in fact, I rarely travel.

really

This adverb can be used in a few 
different ways:

- to see if, or explain that, something is 
the way that it seems

- to use emphasis with something 
(express or explain something more 
strongly)

This adverb comes from the root word, 
"real".

Are you  really going to Australia?

Yes, I am really going there.

Bob is really leaving tomorrow.

He really is leaving.

She is really happy.

(*not just happy, really happy)

I am really angry!

(*not just angry, really angry)

too
This adverb can be used in a few ways:

It can be used to express or explain 
involvement, participation, or 
agreement.

It can be used to add emphasis 
(express or explain more strongly).

Fred will go fishing, too.

(He will also go fishing.)

Johnny likes nachos, and I like nachos, too.

(I would also enjoy nachos.)

I am too tired to eat.

(*not just tired, too tired)

The trip shouldn't take too long.

(We probably won't be driving longer than we 
want to be driving.) 

Let's talk about a few more adverbs:
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Here are some more examples of how changing the adverb 
can  change the  meaning  of  a  sentence: 

1. a) Janice  gently  placed the baby in the crib.               She was treating it nicely.

1. b) Janice  carefully  placed the baby in the crib.           She didn't want to hurt it.

1. c) Janice  slowly  placed the baby in the crib.               She didn't want to wake it.

1. d) Janice  unwillingly  placed the baby in the crib.       She didn't want to let it go.

2. a) He  gracefully  jumped over the fence.                     He was good at jumping.

2. b) He  smoothly  jumped over the fence.                      He was good at jumping.

2. c) He  swifly  jumped over the fence.                             He was a quick jumper.

2. d) He  unsuccessfully  jumped over the fence.            He was not able to jump.

3. a) The man  angrily  took the ticket and                        He was upset, and
 immediately  phoned his lawyer.                                he called right away.

3. b) The man  furiously  took the ticket and                     He was very upset, and
 quickly  phoned his lawyer.                                        he was in a hurry to call.

3. c) The man  regretfully  took the ticket and                   He was disappointed in himself, but
 calmly  phoned his lawyer.                                          he did not get upset about it.

3. d) The man  happily  took the ticket and                        He was happy about it, and
        nonchalantly  phoned his lawyer.                               he was not very concerned about calling his lawyer.

4. a) He  always  finishes the race.                                    He finishes the race every time.

4. b) He  routinely  finishes the race.                                 He finishes the race on a regular basis.

4. c) He  rarely  finishes the race.                                      He most often does not finish the race.

4. d) He  never  finishes the race.                                      He does not ever finish the race.
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